WeatherJacs® • Large Bore

Installs in 1/4 of the time of traditional gores
Less skill required for installation
Available in Aluminum • Smooth or Embossed

Impact on Cost • Increase Your Productivity

- Installs 3 to 4 times faster than Gores
- Pre manufactured • No costly field fabrication
- Guaranteed to fit • Less skill required to install
- Available to fit any iron pipe and insulation combination up to 31”x 6”
- 75% less inches of lineal lap • Making them a much better insulating system for your customer
- Available in smooth and embossed for a cleaner look
- Readily available helping to relieve schedule compression issues
- Specifically designed lap to eliminate installation issues that quads presented
- Alignment ribs allow for an even easier installation

Impact on Safety • Helping you become a Safer Employer

- All edges are factory deburred • Reducing risk of costly cuts
- Pre manufactured • Reducing risk of repetitive injury and simple cuts
- Less time to handle and install • Reducing exposure to Safety Risk
- Helps you target a Zero Incident Rate

Consider.

Are Your Fabrication Costs Continually Rising?
Is your Productivity Variable?
Is Safety Important to you, your Customers, and your Employees?

Consider using Large Bore WeatherJacs® and see the difference they can make.

Safer. Smarter. Faster.
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